Supplemental End User License Agreement

IMPORTANT: READ CAREFULLY

Dear Customer,

This Supplemental End User License Agreement ("SEULA") contains additional terms and conditions for the Software Product licensed under the End User License Agreement ("EULA") between you and Cisco (collectively, the "Agreement"). Capitalized terms used in this SEULA but not defined will have the meanings assigned to them in the EULA. To the extent that there is a conflict between the terms and conditions of the EULA and this SEULA, the terms and conditions of this SEULA will take precedence.

In addition to the limitations set forth in the EULA on your access and use of the Software, you agree to comply at all times with the terms and conditions provided in this SEULA. DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, OR USING THE SOFTWARE CONSTITUTES ACCEPTANCE OF THE AGREEMENT, AND YOU ARE BINDING YOURSELF AND THE BUSINESS ENTITY THAT YOU REPRESENT (COLLECTIVELY, "CUSTOMER") TO THE AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ALL OF THE TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT, THEN CISCO IS UNWILLING TO LICENSE THE SOFTWARE TO YOU AND (A) YOU MAY NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL OR USE THE SOFTWARE, AND (B) YOU MAY RETURN THE SOFTWARE (INCLUDING ANY UNOPENED CD PACKAGE AND ANY WRITTEN MATERIALS) FOR A FULL REFUND, OR, IF THE SOFTWARE AND WRITTEN MATERIALS ARE SUPPLIED AS PART OF ANOTHER PRODUCT, YOU MAY RETURN THE ENTIRE PRODUCT FOR A FULL REFUND. YOUR RIGHT TO RETURN AND REFUND EXPIRES 30 DAYS AFTER PURCHASE FROM CISCO OR AN AUTHORIZED CISCO RESELLER, AND APPLIES ONLY IF YOU ARE THE ORIGINAL END USER PURCHASER.

If you have licensed Cisco Workplace Portal, the following additional terms apply:

- Cisco Workplace Portal is licensed for use with end user and workplace-related services including non-server computers, computer accessories, PDAs and handhelds, desktop software, mobility, unified communications, end user applications, email management, access to printing or files, office and wireless phones, voicemail, calling cards, video conferencing facilities and other workplace-related services for the greater employee base.
- Cisco Service Connectors and Adapters are not for use with the Cisco Workplace Portal. If you have licensed Cisco Cloud Portal, the following additional terms apply:
  - Cisco Cloud Portal is licensed for use with cloud computing and data center-related services including compute, storage, network, IaaS, PaaS, application hosting, database services, application development & maintenance, application installations & upgrades, dedicated application hosting, disaster recovery, network administration, application testing, and systems monitoring.
  - Cisco Cloud Portal is licensed for use only in the management of service catalogues and provisioning of computing and SW components that relate to a cloud computing and orchestration infrastructure maintained and managed by the licensee.
  - Cisco Service Connector is licensed for the following functions: Core Functions Adapter, Windows Adapter (a single instance for the Windows server hosting the Cisco Process Orchestrator (CPO) Engine), email adapter, single instance of Active Directory (AD) Adapter (a single instance for the domain in which the server is installed), Core Automation Pack, Common Activities Automation Pack, and the Tasks Automation Pack.

CPO elements included in Cisco Service Connector can only be used with licensed components listed below:

- Cisco Service Connector Web Service Adapter -- Limited to 5 connections to Web Services for newScale Request Center for Cloud and third-party Orchestrators.
- Cisco Service Connector Terminal Adapter -- Limited to 1 terminal or UNIX/Linux target for inbound synchronization of VMware objects to newScale Request Center for Cloud.
- Cisco Service Connector VMware Adapter -- Limited to 5 connections to VMware vCenter for inbound synchronization of VMware objects to newScale Request Center for Cloud.
- Cisco Service Connector Microsoft Community Adapter -- Limited to 1 Windows target for inbound synchronization of VMware objects to newScale Request Center for Cloud.
- Cisco Service Connector Database Adapter -- Limited to 1 database target for the database of newScale Request Center for Cloud. If additional licenses are required beyond these quantities, a separate purchase and installation of CPO is required.
- Cisco Service Connector and Adapters restricted to use with Cisco Cloud Portal.